
A two-year program where students operate high-tech 
industrial equipment and prepare for careers in 

advanced manufacturing. Be a part of the team that 
creates original solutions to real problems!

Employability 
Work with local employers to 

secure positions in advanced 

manufacturing facilities while 

experiencing apprenticeship and 

degree opportunities.

Advanced Manufacturing
Develop your engineering skill 

using technically advanced plans 

for complex manufacturing 

projects using AutoCAD Prints 

and MasterCAM allowing for 

creativity and application of 

hands-on learning.

Integration of Technology 
Utilize MasterCAM software in 

the manufacturing process of 

real projects of metal and plastic!  

Understand tool pathing and the 

concepts of automated 

manufacturing while earning an 

industry credential for 

emplemployment and further 

education. 

I n t e g r a t e d
 Machining & Engineering

MACHINIST * MECHANICAL ENGINEER * BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER * CNC OPERATOR * MASTERCAM SPECIALIST * 

TOOLPATHING SPECIALIST * PRODUCTION CONTROL SPECIALIST * 3D MODELER * PLASTIC FABRICATOR * FABRICATION 

DESIGNER * MANUFACTURING REPRESENTATIVE * CNC EDUCATION SPECIALIST * INDUSTRIAL AND MANUFACTURING 

SALES REPRESENTATIVE 



	  
AIM	  142	  -‐	  Mechanical	  Blue	  Print	  Reading

AIM	  143	  -‐	  Machining	  Blue	  Print	  Reading

CAM	  160	  -‐	  Machining	  Tech	  I

CAM	  161	  -‐	  Machining	  II

AIM	  165	  -‐	  Material	  Science

College credits are earned through dual enrollment and/or through the Career Tech Credit Transfer (CT2) 

system through the Ohio Office of Higher Education. College Credits are achieved through successful 

completion of the credential exams and successful completion of the program competencies verified by the 

instructor of the Career & Technology Program and will be subject to changes from Ohio Office of Higher 

Education.  Students will be eligible for the following CT2 courses:

SkillsUSA improves the quality of 

America’s skilled workforce through a 

structured program of citizenship, 

leadership, employability, technical 

and professional skills training. 

SkillsUSA enhances the lives and 

careers of students, instructors and 

industindustry representatives as they strive to   

 be champions at work.   

Tony Spallino
aspallino@oregoncs.org
(419) 693-0668, ext. 2128
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